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Be it French Open or Equity Market
Conditions Matter

The French Open started on Sunday, September 27. This time, it is being organized five months after its usual slot on the tennis calendar in 
May. Rafael Nadal has won this tournament 12 times in the past 15 years. The new time slot, rescheduled to late September means the wea-
ther will be different, with autumn chill and rain altering the playing conditions. To protect the game from rains, the main court has a roof this 
year. The other big change is that the official balls have been changed to Wilson from Babolat, further slowing the conditions. On claycourt 
matches, balls usually see a lot of wear and tear compared to other surfaces. For this year’s French Open, the new ball from Wilson has 
come up, which is said to have high-performance, and it is designed especially for clay court use. Usually, on a clay court, the ball gets 
heavy on clay due to heavy overhead conditions, making it difficult to serve and freely strike the ball. The Wilson tennis balls are expected 
to be lighter. Before the tournament, Nadal said, “conditions here are the most difficult conditions for me for many different reasons. Ball is 
completely different. Ball is super slow, heavy. It's very cold. Slow conditions. Of course, the preparation has been less than usual."

We all know that Nadal is the best player when it comes to the French Open. He has won the tournament 12 times in the past 15 years, which 
means he has got his techniques and strategies right. But what if he has all the important traits lined up, but fails to act according to new 
conditions this time? Similarly in the market, if you have conducted excellent research on a company/sector, but you ignore the market 
direction and invest at the wrong time. You are most likely to be in trouble with this investment. According to William O’Neil, three of four 
stocks move in the same direction as the general market, either up or down. In other words, if you buy a stock when the market is in a strong 
uptrend, you have a 75% chance of being right. But if you buy when the market is in a downtrend, you have a 75% chance of being wrong.

So this time, the preparations by players will be a little different to 
make a good go in new conditions. Similarly, in the stock market, due 
to the pandemic, we saw a major correction in February and March. 
It was followed by a V-shaped recovery. The volatility is generally 
high on most of the days. Currently, a blend of various macro and 
geopolitical scenarios have surrounded the markets globally. Also, 
valuations look stretched according to consensus. In such a market, 
it is important to cancel out noise and look for what the market tells. 
So, we are in a little different condition, and conditions can be 
choppy. 

Source: Times of India 



There are four stages market direction
According to O’Neil:

Confirmed Uptrend:
This is a good time to buy fundamentally strong stocks coming out of proper chart bases.

Uptrend Under Pressure:
This is a time to be cautious with new buys and keep a close eye on your current holdings to make sure they are acting well. You may also 
consider locking in gains.

Market in Downtrend:
Making new buys in a correction is riskier since most stocks will follow the market's downward trend. Be sure to keep a close eye on your 
portfolio to make sure you're protecting your gains and cutting losses quickly. Use this time to look for stocks to add to your watch list so 
you'll be ready to take action when the market starts a new uptrend.

Rally Attempt:
This is kind of a ‘limbo’ stage. It comes between Downtrend and Confirmed Uptrend when the market is trying to form a bottom and prepa-
ring to rally.

Post a Downtrend in the markets, a Rally Attempt begins when the index trades above the recent bottom for at least three consecutive ses-
sions. In a Rally Attempt, we are waiting for either: a) a follow-through day, or b) a breach of the Day 1 low. A follow-through day is a solid up 
session, generally a 1.5% or higher gain, with volume being higher than the previous day. A follow-through session officially opens the buying 
season for leading stocks, and market status is shifted to a Confirmed Uptrend. If the correction low is breached, the market will be back in 
a Downtrend. When the market is in a Confirmed Uptrend, look for any top formation/ weakness in the market by tracking distribution days. 
A distribution day is a weak day in the market when the index loses 0.2% or more on higher volume. If the distribution day count increases 
to 4–5 in a window of 25 trading sessions, the market is shifted to an Uptrend Under Pressure. 
 

How to determine
Market direction?







We would prefer to see a follow-through day before shifting the market to a Confirmed Uptrend. (A follow-through day is a solid up session, 
generally a 1.5% or higher gain, with volume being higher than the previous day). Should this occur, the focus will be on ideas that show the 
best relative strength with good accumulation. Stocks that recover the quickest tend to lead the next run. If Nifty breaches its recent low of 
10,790, the market will be moved back to a Downtrend.

The uncertainty in the vaccine for coronavirus and the upcoming U.S. presidential elections will infuse volatility into the markets.
Investors should proceed with caution. Unless a stock shows exceptional fundamental and technical strength, no new addition to the port-
folio is advised. Investors should consider booking profits in stocks that have performed well and have advanced 20–25% from their ideal 
buy points.

Sector Rotation Chart



Statistics of Key Sectors to keep on Radar
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